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Abstract. In this paper we present a new methodology for packet trace classification and com-
pression. Using a flow characterization approach that incorporates semantic characteristics of
flows, we demonstrate that behind the great number of flows in a high speed link, there is not
so much variety among them. We understand by semantic characterization the analysis of traffic
characteristics including the inter packet time and some of the most important fields (source and
destination address, port numbers, packet length, TCP flags, etc) of the TCP/IP headers content.
The evidence that Internet traffic shows a small variety of flows has guided us to group the flows
into a set of clusters, which have been used to develop a packet trace classification and compres-
sion. Using a methodology based on three steps, the proposed packet trace classification identify
how similar are traces collected from different links. The proposed packet header compression is
focused on the problem of saving storage space of huge packet traces. With our proposed method,
storage size requirements are reduced to 16%, reducing the file size, for instance, from 100MB
to 16MB. Others known methods have their compression ratio bounded to 50% and 32%.
Keywords: Traffic characterization, packet trace classification, TCP flow clustering and com-
pression.

1 Introduction

Internet traffic measurement has been a subject of interest as long as there has been Internet
traffic. Nowadays, packet traces are collected and used for performance evaluation purposes in
many systems. For instance, we can use packet traces to evaluate from basic packet forwarding to
complex functions as quality of service (QoS) processing, packet classification, security, billing
and accounting of modern network devices.
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These network devices must not only achieve high performance, but they also must have the
flexibility to deal with the large and ever-changing increasing demands for new and more com-
plex network functionalities. For executing these tasks, general purpose processors or specific
processors known as Network Processors [1] are normally used. In both cases, the performance
of these systems depends not only on parameters such as packet length or inter packet time, but
also on some semantic properties of flows like: spatial and temporal locality of IP address, IP
address structure, TCP flags sequence, type of service, etc.

There are many published papers dealing with packet traffic characterization. However, most
of them are focused on traffic characteristics such as inter packet time, traffic intensity, packet
length, etc; and they do not take into consideration the semantic of flows. We understand by se-
mantic characterization the analysis of traffic characteristics including the inter packet time and
some of the most important fields (source and destination address, port numbers, packet length,
TCP flags, etc) of the TCP/IP headers content. In the last years, a number of published works
have studied some traffic characteristics such as flow size, flow lifetime, IP address locality, and
IP address structure. For instance, in [2] flow size distribution is studied, introducing a flow clas-
sification based on number of bytes, i.e. mice or elephants. In [3] flows are classified by lifetime,
demonstrating that most flows are very short. For temporal and spatial locality of reference in
streams of requests arriving at Web servers, Almeida, Bestavros, Crovella, and Oliveira, have
proposed models that capture both properties [4]. Kohler, Li, Paxson, and Shenker [5], have in-
vestigated the structure of addresses contained in IP traffic. All these studies show important
characteristics of the traffic, but in our opinion, more semantic aspects of flows are required for
a useful traffic characterization.

In this paper we propose, for Internet traffic, a novel semantic characterization and a new
approach to classify this traffic based on flow clustering spectrum. We demonstrated that behind
the great number of flows in a high-speed link, there is not so much variety among them and
clearly they can be grouped into a set of clusters. Furthermore, we have used this evidence for
constructing a new lossless packet header trace compressor. We propose a novel packet header
compressor, focused not on the problem of reducing transmission bandwidth or latency, but on
the problem of saving storage space. In our case, we use the advantage that we know in advance
all packets in a flow to be compressed, and the compression rate that we achieve is around 16%,
reducing the file size, for instance, from 100MB to 16MB. Others known methods have their
compression ratio bounded to 50% and 32%.

2 Flow characterization

In this section, we describe a novel flow characterization that incorporates semantic character-
istics of flows. Our methodology models the Internet traffic at flow level. We consider a flow
as a sequence of packets in which each packet has the same value for a 5-tuple of source and
destination IP address, protocol number, and source and destination port number and such that
the time between two consecutive packets does not exceed a threshold of 5 sec. This definition
of flow makes it highly likely that all packets of a flow originate from the same application and
the same network. The number of flows is a measure of the number of connections (or sessions)
passing through the monitored link.
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Let Pm
i be the packet header of the i-th packet of a flow consisting of m packets. Pm

i (j)
is a selected header field of Pm

i . For each field Pm
i (j), a function χj performs a mapping into an

integer value Fm
i (j):

Fm
i (j) = χj(P

m
i (j)) (1)

For each packet, let

Fm
i = (Fm

i (1), Fm
i (2), . . .) (2)

denote a vector of integers, where we include the selected fields. For the complete flow we can
define:

Pm = (Pm
1 , P

m
2 , . . . , P

m
m ) (3)

and

Fm = (Fm
1 , F

m
2 , . . . , F

m
m ). (4)

Note that the vector Fm can be viewed as a numerical representation of m packet headers, as we
substitute some selected packet header fields by integers.

Before selecting the header fields, we have studied how these fields change for packets
belonging to the same flow. These studies have given the necessary support to understand the
semantic properties of flows and to find out which header fields should be selected. Starting from
a packet trace, the Figure 1 describes how to proceed. Firstly, we decompose the trace into m-
packets flows, which m is the number of packets per flow. For each m-packet flow, we convert
it into a correspondent Fm vector. Throughout this paper we assume a TSH (Time Sequence
Header) packet header file [6]. In .tsh files the header size is 44 bytes: 8 bytes of timestamp
and interface identifier, 20 bytes of IP, and 16 of TCP (see Figure 2). No IP or TCP options are
included. The packet payload is also not stored.

According with the results obtained from our studies, the header fields of the first packet
into a flow Pm

1 (j) can be classified as Pm
1 (j)-random, Pm

1 (j)-predictable, or Pm
1 (j)-not pre-

dictable:

– Pm
1 (j)-random fields: Are fields whose initial values could or should be chosen at random:

Identification, Sequence Number, and Acknowledgment Number. The identification field is
primarily used for uniquely identifying fragments of an original IP datagram and many oper-
ating systems assign a sequential number for each packet.

– Pm
1 (j)-predictable fields: Are fields whose value is usually known or at least predictable:

Interface, Version, IHL, Type of Service, Flags, Fragment Offset, Protocol, Data Offset, Re-
served, and Control Bits. Furthermore, these fields preserve a high level of similarity among
different flows.

– Pm
1 (j)-not predictable fields: Are fields whose value cannot be predicted and has an specific

meaning: Timestamp, TTL, Header Checksum, Total Length, Source Address, Source Port,
Destination Address, Destination Port, and Window. This group embrace the fields that are
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Fig. 2: TSH header data format

very hard to guess their values for the first packet of each flow. For instance, we can not
know previously, when will start each flow. Hence, is impossible to guess, for each flow, the
value of the timestamp field of the first packet. The TTL field is modified in Internet header
processing, hence depending of the amount of hops previously visited, its value must vary
broadly for different flows. The total length carried by each packet as well the window field
also show a large variation. Finally, the source and destination address, represents a set of
directions that is impossible to know in advance.

Using those same studies, we also define∆Pm
i (j) = Pm

i (j)−Pm
1 (j). The minus operator

refers to an arithmetic operation. Moreover, according with the ∆Pm
i (j) behavior, the fields of

the i-th packet of a flow were classified as ∆Pm
i (j) = 0, ∆Pm

i (j)-predictable, and ∆Pm
i (j)-not

predictable.

– ∆Pm
i (j) = 0 fields: are header fields whose values are likely to stay constant over the life of a

connection: Version, Type of Service, Protocol, Source Address, Destination Address, Source
Port, and Destination Port. Here we are grouping the set of TSH header fields that is likely
to stay constant over the life of a connection. Hence, from each flow, we only need know the
data carried by the first packet.

– ∆Pm
i (j)-predictable fields: Are fields whose ∆Pm

i (j) values are predictable, can be cal-
culated based on the information stored in another field or follows sequential increments:
Interface, IHL, Identification, Flags, Fragment Offset, Time to Live, Sequence Number, ac-
knowledgment number, Data Offset, Reserved, and Control Bits.

– ∆Pm
i (j)-not predictable fields: Are fields that are likely to change over the life of the con-

versation, and furthermore, are impossible to be calculated: timestamp, total length, header
checksum, and Window. In this group are inserted fields that are likely to change over the life
of the conversation, and furthermore, are impossible to be calculated.

As mentioned earlier, our methodology for flow characterization uses a specific set of
selected parameters of flows. A reduced set of these parameters was used in [7] to specify a lossy
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compression method for packet header traces. The idea behind this selection is to group many
flows with similar characteristics into few clusters. These parameters were selected according
the header field classification described above. In total, we have selected 13 fields to study their
diversity among flows in Internet links. The shaded boxes in Figure 2 depict those selected fields.
These parameters are:

– Inter packet time into a flow: the time between two consecutives packets into a flow is a key
parameter in network design and is specially important for temporal locality because this
property has direct incluence over caching performance;

– Payload size: packet size distribution is a characteristic of network traffic that describes the
size of packets travelling across the network. This distribution plays a significant role in the
performance of network;

– Semantic characteristics of flows: apart of using the 5-tuple (source and destination IP ad-
dress, protocol number, source and destination port number) for characterize a flow, we also
use a set of header fields (Version, IHL, Type of Service, Flags, Fragment Offset, TTL, Data
Offset, and Control Flags). Improper use of Control Flags, for instance, can be an important
clue that an atack is ocurring or is about to occur. Nowadays, Intrusion Detection Systems
like the Snort [8] are capable of performing real-time traffic analysis looking for anomalies
in traffic based on Connection-State-Machine and on Control Flags sequence.

Applying the flow characterization described above to this set of header fields, in a high-
speed link we can find potentially a large variety of flows. However, looking into the flows, we
can see that they are not very different from each other. To obtain these results, we have used an
approach based on clustering, a classical technique used for workload characterization [9]. The
basic idea of clustering is to partition the components into groups so the members of a group are
as similar as possible and different groups are as dissimilar as possible. From the set of vectors
(Fm), we calculate the Euclidian distance between them and the results are stored in a distance
matrix of flows. Initially, each vector Fm represents a cluster. Evidently, distance 0 means that
two vectors are exactly identical.

We have applied our methodology to traces captured from an OC-3 link (155 Mbps) that
connects the Scientific Ring of Catalonia to RedIRIS (Spanish National Research Network) [10],
which consists of about 250 institutions. This not sanitized trace is a collection of packets flowing
in one direction of the link containing a timestamp and the first 40 bytes of the packet. For our
analysis, we have used only the output link. Furthermore, we surveyed traces downloaded from
NLANR Web site [11].

Applying the methodology described for RedIRIS trace, we show in Figure 3 for 1,200
flows (X axis), and m = 6 packets, the correspondent number of clusters (Y axis). For maxi-
mum inter cluster distance equal to zero (upper curve) we have the flows distributed through 29
clusters, but if we admit, for instance, a small inter cluster distance equal to 5 (lower curve) we
obtain only 9 clusters. We have concluded that Internet flows are not very different from each
other and we can group a high amount of them into few clusters, in this case, 9 clusters. Similar
behavior was observed for m ranging from 2 to 50 packets.

To improve the accuracy of our outcomes, we extended our analysis to other networks.
We demonstrated that the occurrence of flow clustering verified in RedIRIS trace could be seen
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also in other traces. In Figure 4, we show, for m = 4 packets and with inter cluster distance
equal to zero, the outcomes from four ATM OC-3 traces downloaded from NLANR web site.
The plotted curves are from Colorado State University (COS), Front Range GigaPOP (FRG),
University of Buffalo (BUF), and Columbia University (BWY).
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3 Packet trace classification

In this section we propose a methodology based on three steps to identify how similar are traces
collected from different links and how different applications (e.g. WEB, P2P, FTP, etc) are dis-
tributed into the trace. The idea behind this proposed classification is to offer an easy and efficient
method to select different patterns of traces to be used for performance evaluation purposes.

The first step is devoted to evaluate how distributed are packets among the m-packets flows.
The Figure 5 shows, for four different traces, the percentage of packets (axis Y) placed in differ-
ent m-packets flows (axis X). A first trace was collected on 1993 and has a high predominance
of FTP traffic. The RedIRIS and Memphis University traces have a predominance of Web traffic
but with the presence of P2P traffic. The last trace, the trace captured from Columbia University,
shows a high predominance of Web traffic. Based only in this first step, we can see that two of
them (RedIRIS and Memphis) show similar behaviour while the others have different distribu-
tions. From this first step, we have concluded that the trace collected on 1993 and the Columbia
University trace are very different from the others.

The second step is devoted to study the variety among flows. The Figure 6 shows, for three
traces and for m ranging from 2 to 13, the number of different clusters (axis Y) for each one of
the m-packets flows (axis X). Taking the percentage of packets and the number of clusters per m-
packets flows and applying a triangle-based cubic interpolation to create uniformly spaced grid
data we display each trace (RedIRIS, Memphis University, Columbia University) as a surface
plot (Figures 7, 8 and 9). Looking at the shape of each figure, we can seee clearly that the
RedIRIS and the Memphis traces show some similarities and that the Columbia trace shape is
totally different.
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The third step analyze for each one of the m-packets flows, the amount of flows into each
cluster. Using a flow clustering spectrum, we have represented on Figure 10, the spectrum for
m=5. From each trace, we have selected the most representative clusters. On Figure 10, each bar
graph represents a trace and each colour on the bar graphic represents the percentage of flows that
fit with this cluster. Plotting the spectrum of the three traces under analysis, we can see that the
spectrum of RedIRIS and Memphis traces are similar while the Columbia trace shows a different
spectrum. Similar outcomes were gathered for different m values.

After concluding these tree steps, we can be capable to identify with a high level of precision
how semantically similar are different traces.
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4 Lossless compression

Another interesting application for our proposed semantic traffic characterization is a lossless
compression of huge packet header traces. The big gain of our proposed method comes from the
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Fig. 9: Columbia trace - 3D shaping
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observation that, for a set of selected header fields, the flows traveling in an Internet link are very
similar. By utilizing the pre-computed Flow Clustering methodology described in section 2 and
predictability for other fields, a header trace size can be significantly reduced.

The compression algorithm works by reading a packet trace and by finding Fm vectors that
match with one of the clusters. It starts looking into the 5-tuple of fields (source and destination
IP address, source and destination port number, and protocol number) to identify each new con-
nection. The compression method uses two classes of algorithms: a first class for small flows and
a second for large flows. The clustering of flows technique fits well for small flows and we have
used the Huffman encoding based algorithm [12] for large flows.

To estimate the compression ratio we must use the flow-length distribution measured in the
available packet traces. We will call Pm as the probability that a flow has m packets. The Pm
distribution obtained from several traces shows that most flows today are short lived, with small
number of packets [2], [3]. The flow clustering technique fits well for flows ranging from 2 to
7 packets, but this technique is impared for larger flows. Moreover, flows with only one packet
must be treated in a different way.

Hence, the compression ratio for m-packet flows is given by:

CRatio = P1f(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−packetflow

+
7∑

m=2

Pmfs(m)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
smallflows

+
∑

m≥8

Pmfl(m)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
largeflows

(5)

where f(m) is a function that calculates the relation between the entropy and the total of bits in
m packets.

In the case of small flows, the function fs(m) is given by:

fs(m) =
Hm + 38 + (m× 39)

m× 352
(6)

where Hm is the entropy at flow level for flows with m-packets.
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For large flows, the function fl(m) is given by:

fl(m) =
38 +m× 42

m× 352
(7)

With our proposed method, storage size requirements of huge header traces are reduced to
16%, reducing the file size, for instance, from 100MB to 16MB.

We studied the efficiency of the proposed compression method, comparing it against GZIP
[13] and Van Jacobson [14] methods. The measures were taken from TSH (Time Sequence
Header) header trace files [10], [11]. The compressed file size obtained using the GZIP appli-
cation is around 50% of the original TSH file size.

For the Van Jacobson method, the header size of a compressed datagram ranges from 3 to 16
bytes. However, we must modify slightly the original method because the number of active flows
is much more larger in a high-speed Internet link than in a low speed serial link (the scenario
which Van Jacobson was originally proposed). Hence, we must increase thus the number of
bytes needed to store the flow identifier (we have increased it from 1 byte to 3 bytes). Moreover,
we assume that a time stamp (3 bytes) is added to each header. As a result we assume that
minimal encoded headers becomes 8 bytes in the best case and 21 bytes in the worst case. With
the changes we have explained before, the compression ratio for n-packet flows using the Van
Jacobson method is bounded by 32%.

The performance of these three compression methods under analysis (our proposed method,
GZIP method and Van Jacobson method) is depicted in Figure 11. We compare the uncompressed
file size (X axis) against the size of the compressed files of the three methods (Y axis).
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Fig. 11: Compression comparison

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel traffic characterization at flow level. Using semantic
similarities among flows and TCP/IP functionalities, we have grouped many packet streams in
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few clusters. This evidence has motived us to develop a new packet trace classification and com-
pression. The proposed classification uses this semantic characterization to identify how similar
are traces collected from different links. Using a sequence of three steps, we have developed an
easy and efficient method to packet trace classification.

With our proposed compression method, storage size requirements for .tsh headers packet
traces are reduced to 16% of its original size. The compression proposed here is more efficient
than any other existing method and simple to implement. Others known methods have their
compression ratio bounded to 50% (GZIP) and 32% (Van Jacobson method), pointing out the
effectiveness of our method.

In future works, we intend to extend the applicability of the packet trace classification method
to identify the type of applications present in each trace, as for instance, the percentage of Web
or P2P traffic.
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